Revolutionary LED
aquarium lighting system

angel

LED 200

Light in colour
Minimalist design - for high demand.

Touch-Key technology

WiFi Control

6 touch keys for easy program of the light, without additional
control unit.

Since the angel LED 200 has a built-in WiFi controller, the light can
be controlled by the corresponding App via smartphone or tablet.
Use your iOS or Android device to control and program. The
angel LED App includes full functionality for light control, the
moon cycle, weather effects and much more.

In harmony
with your reef aquarium

Multiple LED lights controllable
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If the angel LED 200 is connected to your W-LAN router, you can control
several angel LED 200 lights at the same time. The Smartphone or tablet
and the LED lights have to be connected to the same W-LAN network.

LED 200

Optical quartz lens

Second generation density matrix-LED chips
A new generation of high-quality LED-chips has been chosen for this new Aqua Medic lighting system, creating
two powerful light sources. This light offers 200 Watt performance with a full colour spectrum. The angel LED 200
offers better and deeper penetration, producing a high PAR value for keeping even the most light demanding
corals.

The specially designed lens for
angel LED 200 is made of high-quality quartz glass. The quartz glass
ensures the best penetration of
UV and red light. The 90° quartz
lens combines the different wavelengths within a single LED. The
different light spectrums blend
into an uniform colour without
light seams.
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Steel wire suspension
The included hanging kit ensures a safe fixing to the ceiling.
Flexible height adjustment is also possible at any time.

Light holder
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The optional angel LED 200 holder offers an additional method by
attaching the angel LED 200 to the back of your aquarium. The positioning
of the LED-light is adjustable both in height and depth (available in black
or silver).

LED 200

Strong penetration
60 cm

Different wavelengths within a single LED chip
are seamlessly blended before leaving the light with
max. 100 W. 48 single LEDs are concentrated in one LED
chip. This creates a powerful light source with better and
deeper light penetration without sacrificing coverage.

Color spectrum

Comprehensive light spectrum and unprecedented performance.
Independent UV channel to promote SPS growth and coloration.
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Powerful cooling

Active cooling by two silent and temperature-controlled high-power fans keep
the angel LED 200 to optimal working temperature.

Technical data
angel LED 200/info

Total power consumption:
Power supply transformer:
Power supply light:
Dimensions (l x w x h):
Weight (light without holder):
Light channels:
Light colours :
Illumination area:
Total LED Lumen:
PAR:

angel

max. 200 Watt
100 – 240 V /50-60 Hz
24 V DC
app. 520 x 180 x 33 mm
app. 2,600 g
6
8
max. 1,200 x 600 mm
app.15,500 max.
app. 500 max.

LED 200

Top-quality power supply
The angel LED 200 is equipped with a Meanwell top quality power supply that
guarantees a perfect and secure permanent power supply.

Aquarium size:
Recommended for aquaria: 100 x 60 x 60 cm (l x w x h)
Suitable for a max. aquarium size: 120 x 60 x 60 cm (l x w x h)
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